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business interests . Leaving it to the myopic, ine阱， greedy, unlucky, and floun
dering managers of the nation's newspapers to rescue journalism on their 
own would be like leaving it to the investment wizards at the American In月

ternational Group (AIG) , Citibank, and Goldman Sachs, to create a workable, 

just global credit system on the strength of their goodw il!, their hard-earned 
knowledge, and their fidelity to the public good 

As to the future , will some new configuration of collective awareness and 
energy, some differently accidental public, assemble itself and write a new 
chapter in the history of self-government? Never say never. But 1 have an 
intuition, though it is not one 1 am happy abou t, that the dimensions of 
journalism's knowable crises-disturbances in the means by which far-flllng 
communities of peopJe come to know the world-may be inadeqllate to the 
sea change at hand, a change in sensibility as mllch as a change in "how 
peopJe get news , " or think they do . As in string theory, the bigger story may 
be hidden. 

The mediascape that we inhabit-and that inhabits lIs-flatters us , the 
networked denizens of sequined semidemocracy, that we have attained, or are 
one nanosecond away from attaining, a megamedia a lmost-utopia of glamour 
and self-aggrandizeme肘， an unlimited smorgasbord of absolute communi
cation that enables every one of us to gJance everywhere and nowher亡， mul

titasking like mad, attention-deprived as we are attention-s!aked, no !onger 
thinking we are in need of a common public life, no longer capable of imag

ining a more intelligent, more intensely rewarding way of existing, liberated 
for mental hookups galore and an eternity of frictionless , brainless tran
scendence. Who should care if, in the process , we are so occupied with cul
tivating the Daily Me that citizenship unravels? Aren't we networked , friended , 

branded, be-sloganed, stupendously apped-up to a fare廿le-well?

While the celebrants of wealth dance their way down their yellow brick 
roads to their too-big-to-fail banks, we shall see whether we are veritab!y as 
liberated from the need for mere journalism as many of us may sometimes 
1日lagme .
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George Orwell was onto something with that "Big Brother" thing. Great de呵

呵ription for the totalitarian state. Great image of the master manipulator who 

k nows what we do and even , perhaps, what we think. But it's all so dated 
110W. The fascist future where "Big Brother is watching YOll"-that's so 

I wentieth century. 
In the twenty-first century, Big Brother won't be watching yO !1. You will 

|川 watching Big Brother-a 2417 spin cycle of pundits and sound bites-an 
i 11 [ormation cacophony managed not by the ink-stained wretches of oJd , not 

I.y journalists struggling in their imperfect way to speak truth to power, but 

I.y power itself. 
Without a democratic intervention of the boldest sort, Big Brother will 

I' rcvail. 
It would horrify Orwell to see the signs that journalism is dying. He was, 

1 i rst and foremos t, a journalist-a hardworking reporter who followed sto-

1 ivs to the impoverished backstreets of Depression-era cities , the outposts of 
" I11pire and the battlefie!ds that would spawn World War II. Orwell com-
1 ，川 Icd the aff!icted and aff!icted the comfortable. He spoke truth to power. 

^ 11d he gave the powerless the information they needed to assert their claim 

川 1 司 [a ir share of the common wealth. 
Il lltjournalism as Orwell knew it-andjournalism as those who call them

', , ' Iws "democrats" vallle it-is being buried along with an old-media system 

1I 川 ， bccause of its manifest failures , probably deserves to disappear. 

N廿 onc weeps for the fa iled media structures that are dying today. But we 
1 .1 1111υ 1 a llow the disappcaran ce o[ journaJism. As goes journalism, so will 
f\ 1I八 llH.' r i ca n dcmocracy. .J a rn l'S Macli so n wa s right when he said, "A popular 

t 
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forever govern ignorance, and a people who mean to be their own Governors, 

must arm themselves with the power knowledge gives." 
Journalism is what traditionally armed we the people with thεknowl

edge we needed to be our own governors. But there is no guarantee that we 
will have journalism as we have known it in the twenty-first century. Con

sider the panorama of waste and destruction that surrounds us today: 

• Local television news, still thεprimary source of information for most 

Americans , has become a slurry of weather, crime, and diet tips. ln a grow
ing number of markets , TV stations barely produce their own news. lnstead, 

they buy a package of stories from a nominal competitor and slap a new logo 
on it or, worse y凹， they broadcast "video news releases" generated by public

relations agencies to take the place of the news stories that used to be pro 
duced by journalists, whom the TV stations have of course laid off. 

• Local radio, once the most affordable and accessible medium for news 
and comment about our communiti凹， has been obliterated by the Telecom

munications Act of 1996, which allowed massive consolidation of ownership 
and mass Iayoffs of on-air talent. Stations are still on the air, of course, but 
in many communities it is all but impossible to find local rad io reporting, 

local talk shows, or loca l DJs. 
• As for newspapers , well , over a hundred o[ them ceased print publica

tion in 2009, including major dailies in Seattle, Denver, TlIcson, and Albuquer
que. The Christian Science Monitor shifted from daily to weekly publication 
The Detroit dailies have restricted their circlllation. And the deathwatch 
continued into 2010, with talk of possible closures of papers from San Fran 
cisco to Boston. What's even more unsettling are the useless shells that 間，

main in CÌties where papers still roll off the presses. Over the past two years, 
newspaper employees have been laid off at a rate of more than 1,000 a 
month. The American Society of News Editors says only 45,000 newsroom 
employees remain nationwide. The math is simple. Journalism is dying. 

Or maybe not. Maybe , dear reader, you imagine that the lnternet is filling 

the void. lt's a lovely fantasy; and we have worked hard to make it so. Wc 
have organized, spoken for, written about, and championed Net neutrality, 

broadband access , and the great promise of the World Wide Web. Over the 
years , we have advised and participated in numerous online journalis l11 

ventures. We want them to succeed. 
But in our research, we have studied how well digital news gathering and 

distribution is filling the void created by the decline of old media. ln shorï : 

It isn't. 
Consider the new study by the Pew Research Center for thc Pcople d IId 

the Press , which examined in exhaustive deta i 1 thc "rncd iil ('co!og y" () f 111 , . 
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city of Baltimore for one week in 2009. The object was to figure out how, in 
this changing media moment, "original" news stories were being generated. 
The researchers concluded that "much of the 'news' people receive contaillS 

no original reporting. Fully eight out of ten stories studied simply repeated 

or repackaged previously published information." They tracked old media 
and new, newspapers, radio, television, Web sit凹， blogs, even Twitter "tw凹的"
from the police departmen t. What did they find? More than 95 percent of 

original news stories were stiU generated by old media , particularly the 
Baltimore Sun newspaper. Much of what the online sites did was simply dis

seminate what was being produced by traditional old media. 
But don't pop the champagne for the dinosaurs. The Sun's production of 

original news stories was itself down more than 30 percent from ten years 
ago and down a whopping 73 percent from twenty years ago. 

The scariest part of Pew's Baltimore study may be this detail: of the "orig

inal" news stories identified by Pew, whether generated by old media or new, 

only 14 percent originated with journalists defining an issue and pursuing 

it. A staggering 86 percent of the stories originated with official sources and 
press releases pushing stories to the news media , saying hey, this is the news 

you should be covering. Those with power are getting the stories told the way 

they want them told 
This is not the way it used to be. Official sources and public relations 

flacks have been big players in news for a long time, and the best reporters 
always struggled against their influence. But the old ratio of stories gener
ated by PR versus stories created by journalists used to be closer to 50-50 or 
60-40, not 86- 14. As the Pew study concludes: “ [T]he official version of 
events is becoming more important. We found official press releases often 
appear word for word in first accounts of events, though often not noted as 
such." 

As journalism declines, there will still be plenty of "news," but it will be 
increasingly unfiltered PR. The hallmark of great PR is that it is not recog
nized by the public as PR; it is entirely surreptitious. We're supposed to 
I hink it's genuine news. ln 1960 there was one PR agent for every working 
journalist. By 1980 the ratio was 1.2 to 1. ln 2010 the ratio stands at four PR 

people for every working journalist. At the current rate of attrition , the ratÍo 
will be 7 to 1 or 8 to 1 within a few years. There are far fewer reporters t 
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anyone's sexy conspiracy theory w ill have as much credibility as anything 
else. It will be a golden age for conspiracy theorists and demagogues; it will 
be a nightmare for democracy. What happened? 

Let's put it this way: what if. beginning in the 1980s, President Reagan and 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) had ordered commercial 

news media to cut back on their resources for journalism and to emphasize 
stories fed to them by the governmen t, corporations , and trade associations? 
What if. in the 1990s, President Clinton and the Justice Department had 
ordered the news media to close their foreign and Washi ngton bureaus and 
forced them to abandon invest igative, science, and labor journalism? And 

what if President Obama went even further, requiring the nation's news
rooms to reduce their workforces by 50 percent and to stop covering down
ticket election races? What if the news media had been ordered to approve of 
U.S. foreign wars and to lay off stor ies about emerging financial bubbles? 

Actually, it's easy to guess the answer: moves Iike these would have trig
gered a political upheaval that would have made Watergate look like a day at 
the beach. The greatest political cris is since the Civil War seems more Iike it. 
And, in the face of a clearly defined assault on the press, the great mass of 
Americans, on the left and tbe right, would have risen in [u 門，

What's amazing is that pretty much everytb ing in the above paragraph
except the uprising-bas act ua lIy h appened over the past generation, only 
not as the result of government 自 a t. Instead , these developments were tbe 

result of moves by the companies that own the news med悶， which figured 
out that tbey could make more money by gutting, warping, and tben aban
doning journalism. 

Whatever the cause, the effect on our political cu lture has been pretty 
much the same. We are coming close to the day when this pi lIar of democracy 
will cease to exis t. 

But the response of politicians, pundits, and the pubIic to tbe ongoing 
collapse of journalism has been the polar opposite of what would it would 
have been had government's heavy hand been responsible. For tbe most 
part it has been a gigantic snoozefεst. 

It is this silence that is the true crisis before us. Journalism's free fall is 
understandable and even solvable, once we dispel our illusions about our 
tradition of press freedom and grasp the conditions that are actually neces
sary for a democratic press. 

The first myth that must go is the notion that the entirety of the free press 
tradition is tbe absence of government inter [ere n cc. 的 lon日的 1 he govern

rncnl slays out of thc way, wc havc bccn l a u品 111 ， II rrCl' pr\'、、“‘111 ilul ce rta i 11 , 

hl'('il II Sl' t' 111 n:‘ prell('urs CO ll1)l l﹒ IÎIIμ IOlll dXlllil 'lI﹒ JllIl1l1 wll 11ll tlvl dl' Il! l. CX éKI 
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ernment involveme訓， no matter bow well intended, will be worse than do

ing nothing at al l. 
In most universities that last paragraph could comprise the entirety of 

one's education in press freedom , At best, it is a half truth; more accurately, 

it is largely bogus. 
The true part is tbat the American free press tradition strictly prohibits 

government censorship or prior restraint on those wishing to create and 

distribute the news. Tbe founders embraced this revolutionary idea , and it 
continues to rule today. But only in recent generations has it become the be
all and end-all of press freedom. 

Tba t's because the founders also believed that it is the first duty of a demo
cratic state to make certa in that an independent free press actually exists. 
Unless tbere is a credible press in tbe first place, the ban on government in
terference is bollow. 

Tbe founders did not simply leave it up to tbe market to accomplish this 
immense task. Tbere was no sense anywhere in tbefirst several generations 
of the Republic that private interests were up to tbe job of providing the nec
essary amount of journalism. From the dawn of the Republic until deep in 
tbe nineteenth century, the federal government provided enormous postal 
and printing subsidies, spawning the largest output of newspβpers and pe
riodicals per capita in the world at that time. The post office was the most 
important of tbese; it was then the largest branch of the federal government, 

and its primary duty was to be the circulation department for American 

newspapers and magazines. Tbrough most of the country's first century, 

newspapers accounted for around 70 percent of postal traffic by units and 
95 percent of postal traffic by weight-but only 12 percent of postal revenues. 

The State Department and both houses of Congress also subsidized news
papers by paying them a premium to carry notices and do government 

printing jobs. The printing contracts had a big margin, estimated at 40 per
cent above costs by historians, intended to bankroll the publication of the 
printer's newspaper. These subsidies were deliberately spread around to en
sure that all major parties and viewpoints were represented. At no time 
were the printing subsidies monopolized by a single party or faction. 

As a result of all this, the United States once had a print culture that was 
richer and more diverse than that of any other country. Its northern states 
were the most developed democracy in the world in th 

• 
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of the revenue for journalism , thus creating the iIlusion that the market 
could always generate a sufficient quantity of news for a free society. But 
advertising nevεr had any intrinsic attachment to journalism, and in the 
Internet era it is jumping ship as it locates superior m凹的 of accomplishing 
its ends. In the twentieth century, advertising provided between 60 and 100 
percent of revenues for news media; today that figure is plummeting, and 
those dollars will never return. 

We are now left to face the naked truth: journalism is a public good, 

much like national defense or public education. It is something a society re
quires but that the market cannot produce in sufficient quantity or quality. 

We are not the only ones to notice this . The Supreme Court has long rec
ognized the government's positive role in press freedom. Its decisions on the 
subject over the past seventy-five years do not assume that the news media 
must naturally be the province of Wall Stre凹， or that Americans are only 

entitled 10 journalism 10 the extent it can be profitable. To the contrary, 

whenever the subject arose, the Court has made it clear that the Constitu
tion presupposes that a viable independent fourth estate exists, and that the 

"Free Press guarantee is, in effec t, a structural part of the Constitution," as 
Justice Potter Stewart put it in 1975 (Stewart's emphasis). Because we had a 

thriving commercial news media throughout the twentieth century, most of 
us ignored such statements. But now that the commercial system is collaps
ing , the words fairly jump off the page. The Supreme Court was saying that 
not only does the First Amendment permit the government 10 support inde-

pendent news media , in a pinch it requires it. 
But before we arrive at the answer to journalism's troubles, we have to 

overcome the other great myth of the subject: that the Internet both caused 
and will solve the crisis. Now, it is true that the Internet is ultimately respon
sible for destroying the business model that supported commercial journal
ism. At the same time, the crisis in commercia l journalism began long before 

Google and Yahoo! existed. Cutbacks, demoralization, and deterioration of 
the news media began in earnest in the 1980s and were in full throttle in the 
1990s. Still, the chains and conglomerates that owned the news media were 
raking in colossal profits-剖ld， we are accustomed to thinking, if an indus
try is generating killer pro益的， they must be doing something right. 

But the cracks were visible 10 anyone who was willing to take a look 
What the Internet did was to accelerate and make irreversible the industry '~ 

self-destruction. It merely pushed over a 10ttering giant. 

Had the media companies managed their papers responsibly, the arr ival 

of the Internet wouldn't have been such an immediate problem. In Norway, 
for example, a nation more "wired" than the United States, readers hip ωl 

newspapers remains quite strong, and young people are still parl of 1 hc n{'w、
il lldiCl1cC' , Norwegians consume rough Iy 1 h rc C' times the l1 u l11 hcr 0 1' dn ily prllll 
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newspapers per capita as Americans. Norwegian commercial news media 

are in the process of making the difficult transition 10 the Web, but they are 
doing so with a modicum of cöntrol over their fate. If nothing el間， Norwe

gian newspapers will have sympathy from the public. American commercial 

news media do not. 
With no sense of contradiction , the same people who blame the Internet 

for destroying journalism insist that the Internet will somehow be our salva
tion. Since they can imagine no other solution , those concerned about jour
nalism are reduced to praying that the digital realm will magically produce 
a new regime for the production and distribution of news. It is an entirely 

faith -based propositi.on. 
1t begins and ends with the assumption that the existing news media , 

along with entrepreneurs to be named later, will eventually find some digi
tal business model that wiU make it profitable again to employ many tens of 

thousands of people to generate the news. 

But what if they don't? 
Let us speak plainly: no models for making Web journalism profitable 

have been developed. It is unlikely that one ever will be developed. In his 

recent book You Are Not a Gadget, computer scientist Jaron Lanier punc
tures the expectat ion that the Internet will eventua lly develop a means to 
compensate journalists or creative people. lnstead , journalists and c口reatIve

people are to be 
s兒emble anima訓ls c∞onver咕ging on shrinking oases of old me吋di昀a i旭nad世ep抖le叫te吋d 

desert." 
The biggest n凹的-oriented Web initiatives are chronicles of red ink, 

dashed dreams , and failure. News-oriented Web sites get by, where they can, 

on handouts from foundations and wealthy donors that cannot and would not 

pay for a journalism sufficient to cover loca l, state, nationa l, and international 
affairs. For the most part, even the best Internet sites merely aggregate and 
a nalyze reports from old media rather than generating their own reports. 

This is not just an American phenomenon. Editors of the Guardian's Web 

s i 間， the London-based operation that is widely regarded as the best in the 
I ~ nglish-speaking world, told us they wεre losing 30 million pounds a year. 
There's no evidence that American newspapers can or will do any better as 
1 i1 cy attempt to make the digital transition. 

Wba t's their plan? For the most par t, American publishers are following 
t{ upcrt Murdoch's ca ll I'or buildin日 a "r>aywal l" across the Web that would 
I"! 'quirc rcadcrs 10 pay I'or Ih t'i l' Ill'WS Slori l's. This model won't work, or at 
1\'<IS1 il wi ll hc lIowlwrt' 11 (' .1 1'、 \rlï il'h' nl ， ('V(' 11 i l" .1 kw oUlfits ma nagc to pull 

/ 
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require a strictly policed cartel. If people can get adequate material for fr間，
they are not going to pay Murdoch and his buddies for it. 

A second way of thinking about the Internet is simply to say "good rid
dance" to the commercial news media and look to citizen Web sites and 

blogs to revolutionize journalism. Digital technologies dramatically lower 
the costs of production and distribution , and so it is said that anyone can do 
their thing these days and potentially find a niche. This is a powerful argu
ment, and it has a certain amount of evidence behind i1. After all, the blogo
sphere has brought countless great talents to the fore. We like to say that if 
the only thing the Internet had done was to give Glenn Greenwald a voice , 

it would be more than worth it. 
But the notion that the Internet will provide resources for credible news司

rooms or even for journalists to support themselves is absurd. It isn't hap
pening and it will not happen. The idea that "tip jar" donations or advertising 

or foundations will yield enough to support real journalism is simply not 
supported by the facts 

Great journalism, as Ben Bagdikian put it, requires great institutions. 

Like any complex undertaking , it requires a division of labor: copy editors, 

fact-checkers , and proofreaders in addition to the handful of well-known 
investigative superstars. It requires institutional muscle to stand up to gov
ernments and corporate power. It requires competition, so if one newsroom 
misses a story, it will be exposed by someone else. 

None of that is happening online. Today we have a few thousand paid 

online newsworkers , interpreted liberally to include many who do no news 
gathering or reporting or even writing. Many and probably most of them arc 

supported by some old medium that provides the bank. (John Nichols blogs 
voluminously, but his digital contributions wou ld diminish sharply were h(' 
not on the payroll of The Nation.) When these old media go down , the num . 
ber of digital journalists will shrink , not grow. 

Don't get us wrong , here. Merely having resources is not enough to creal(' 
great journalism. Even at the zenith of the old system, journalism relied cx 
cessively on official sources-people in government and corporate power- III 
set the issues and the range of legitimate debate. We think that we can hnv( 
a journalism far better than tha1. It will require resourc白， but also a nnv 
structure. We need to embrace the new technologies, not resist them. W 
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Whenever the idea of press subsidies is broached, it does not take long for 
someone to raise the specter of Stalin's Pravda or Pol Pot's Cambodia. Darkness 

at noon! And yet there are democratic nations with advanced economies, 

electoral systems, and civil liberties that subsidize public and community 

broadcasting and, in some places, even newspapers. This practice enhances 
democracy and individual freedom; it does not threaten i1. 

Few of these other democracies permit the type of political meddling that 
is routine in American public broadcasting. Their broadcasting systems are 
popular and are defended by political parties from across the political spec
trum. If tbe U.S. government subsidized public media andjournalism to the 

same extent per capita as Japan and the nations of Western Europe, we 
would have to spend between $20 bilJion and $35 billion annually. 

By America's conventional wisdom this does 110t compute. Those nations 
must be on the verge o[ becoming totali t.arian hellholes. But in fac t, accord

ing to the annual Democracy lndex compiled by The Economist rnagazine, the 
most democratic nations in tbe world are tbe ones with the Jargest public 

media and journalism subsidies. Moreover, according to the proprivate me
d ia group Freedom House, tbe most thriving and uncensored private news 
media systems in the world are found i n those democratic nations with the 
l.:l rgest public media and journalis l11 subsidies. Indeed , all recent research on 

l il e European press concludes that as journa lism subsidies increased , the 
Clvcrall reporting in those natio l1 s grew more adversa ria 1 toward the govern-
1II l'nt 1n po叭le r.

Our point is not that the UniLed States should adopt foreign models willy 
1li lly. It is simply t出伽ha圳叫t刊j抖ou山叫rn叫1

a汁1 1川(' perfect1y cωompa刮ti山b1e with a democαr‘3刮atic soci挖et叮y， a flourishing private 

川 ' ws industry, and an adversarial journalis l11. And in times Ii ke these, when 
11 1( . market is collapsing, they are mandatory. We have no alternative . 

Wc must acknowledge both that journalism is a prerequisite for democ-
1.1 1 Y a nd a lso that the market will not support journalism in the future. We 

1101 1'(' 10 spend public money; the question is how best to spend the money to 
1'1" 1110Ie and protect the va1ues we cherish most. One plan was proposed by 
1111' I‘Ilc First Amendment scholar C. Edwin Bak缸， who argued that govern-
1111 111 should pay one-h 
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the results free to all. It sets up massive competition for the funds and there

fore promises innovation. 
In the near term , though, we need to move quickly. We need to signifi

cantly increase spending on public and community media, with the objec
tive of hiring journalists at the locallevel.、叫Te should establish a version of 
AmeriCorps in which 20 ,000 young people are sent out to do journalism for 
nonprofit media and Web sites across the nation. We should also have the 
Small Business Administration quarterback the transition of daily newspa

pers to a postcorporate and digital future. 
The tired homilies about free markets and magical technologies are about 

as convincing today as they were to unemployed workers in 1931. What we 
need to understand is that we have the opportunity to create something far 

better than what we have known in the past. 

In crisis, Thomas Paine told the revolutionaries of America's founding 

mome訓， there is the most amazing opportunity. We must seize Ít, not merely 
to avoid a worse-than-Orwellian future , but to recognize once more that 
"We have it in our power to begin the world over again." 

8 
BRIGHT FRENETIC MILLS 

THOMAS FRANK 
Harper 昔， December 2010 

Although it scarcely seems believable today, 1 originally came to journalism 
as a practical, responsible career move. It was the mid-1990s , 1 had just fin

ished a PhD in history, and 1 was toiling away as a lecturer at a college in 
Chicago. Thanks to an overproduction of historians and the increasing use 
()[ adjunct labor by universiti凹， the market had become hopelessly glutted. 
Friends of mine all told the same stories of low-wage toi l, of lecluring and 
handing out A's while going themselves without health insurance or enough 
Illoney for necessities. Our tenured elders , meanwhiJe, could only rarely be 
11Ioved to care. What was a predicament to us was a liberation to them-a 

g k的ous lifting of their burden to teach. For the university, which was just 
I l1 cn discovering the wonders of profit-making, it was something even more 
I.Ii1Ll lous: a way to keep labor costs down. 

r got out. 1 discovered that 1 could earn as much for a few stories in an 
.d1crnative newsweekly as 1 could for an entire semester of Civil War to 
l' 1 rsent, and so 1 left academia forever. 

Now it is journalism that is collapsing. Ad revenue is in decline. News-
1: .1 1 hcring staffs are decimated. Distant bureaus are closed. Print editions 
叫 11 i 11 k or disappear. It is next to impossible to make readers pay for online 

I III lIl"Il 1. There is no point in denying it. The industry is d ying. 

八I1 d when it's not dying by more or less natural causes, it's being hustled 
11 111) 1 hc grave by bright entrepreneurs with big ne\而， ideas. Consider the poor 

1111 1I 11lC:. Company, publisher of the floundering Chicago Tribune, the shrinking 

1 ， 川 I\II.'/eles Times, a nd a collection of other once-trusted household names. A 
" W y(',HS ago il was bO l1ght 0111 by Chicago real estate mogul Sam Zell, who 
,,1.1111 1(.(\ 10 ITSC lIC lhc ])apcrs I'rom d isas ("c r. Pcople nccded to understand , he 
仆 1 11 111 2 0()的 ， 111 (1 1 "if w(﹒ kCC Jl叫)l'fðli I1 H Ihl. way Wc 'vc bccn operating in the 
|川 、 1 111 \'1'1' i~ 1111 fl1111rl\" • 


